Our approach is centered around the concepts of "state" and "orbital". Its primary aim is to explain and calculate phenomena and basic facts like size, spectra and energies of different atoms, molecules and solids. Our approach makes use of the analogy with standing waves and uses model building with the computer ( STELLA) to avoid high mathematical difficulties. Finally we give very short results of a case study of one student following this course. We show four different states of his learning pathway to a model of the atom, starting with a planetary model and coming to a model of a distributed electron cloud. A short characterization of his final cognitive state follows.
Introduction
Teaching atomic physics with a quantum approach still often is not leading to a sufficient understanding of students. On the basis of empirical investigations of students' conceptions (1) and of further trials in classes of advanced high school course as well as introductory physics courses in university we suggest an approach which is centered around the concepts of "state" and "orbital". Furthermore we changed our interpretation of the y-fuction in bound states from a probability interpretation to the electron cloud or even "electronium" interpretation (see below) to avoid student difficulties of the following type:
"The function you have is nothing but the probability of presence of an electron. ... you can't say it moves on an orbit. To explain -well These concepts are familiarized by analogies from standing waves in one, two or three dimensions. These analogies are also used to introduce a powerful computer tool (STELLA) to deal with differential equations without being drowned in mathematics. We try to use this computer tool to model the Schroedinger equation for real atoms, molecules and solids.. This avoids overwhelming mathematical difficulties and helps to deal with even more interesting phenomena such as higher atoms with more electrons. We also foster student orientation by discussing students' own conceptions explicitly and by letting students develop their own models with STELLA.
Basic physics ideas of our approach
To come to a deeeper understanding of atomic physics two intentions seem crucial: to develop a better understanding of the underlying mathematics and to develop a clear spatial view of the atom. The first intention in our approach is done by working on the analogy between states of standing waves and stationary states in atoms ( Table 1 ). 
The analogy of standing waves

Interpretations of the y-function
The second intention we try to achieve by guiding the students to a simpler interpretation of the y-function, along the lines of chemists ("electron clouds") or even more radical like
Herrmann (2) 
Some selected materials
Standing waves on a beaded string (see other paper from Niedderer in this volume)
Overview of standing waves in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions.
Standing waves in one, two and three dimensions provide a very good preparation on the concept of "state". Already in this classical phenomena there are states which can be defined by eigenvalues and amplitude functions. In addition to observe and calculate amplitude fuctions with one dimensional standing waves on beaded strings, in higher dimensions they are most easy to characterize by their nodes (points, lines or surfaces, see Table 2 ). This also helps for a spatial view of orbitals. From a mathematical point of view, angular functions of three dimensional standing waves of standing sound waves in a spherical tube are the same as of y-functions in a hydrogen atom. With this model we get the results in Figure 3 and Table 4 . 
A simplified model for the lithium atom
The first approach is based on the idea to put one electron after the other into the field of the nucleus.
So we start with one electron around a lithium nucleus with a charge of +3e. Then the ground state of this single electron is calculated in the same manner as in hydrogen. From the maximum of the resulting y-graph -in this case at 0.02 nm (see Figure 4 ) -it is roughly determined where the screening effect of this first electron to a next to build in second electron would be most effective.
For simplicity, we then assume the potential at this point to jump from V 3 =3*V hydrogen to V 2 = 2*V hydrogen (see Figure 5 ). We then calculate the y-function for the second electron with this potential V 2 to be also in an 1s state. It turns out, that its y-function is very similar to the first electron (see Figure 6 ). For the third electron we then assume the potential at r=0.02 nm to jump from V 3 =3*V hydrogen to V 1 = V hydrogen (see Figure 5) .
The resulting STELLA model and the model equations are shown in Table 5 . The resulting y-graphs of all three electrons are shown in Figure 6 . The results, compared to measurement values from literature, are shown in Table 6 . 
The H 2 + molecule -the most simple molecular system
By choosing an adequate simple rectangular potential, the effects of binding can be shown an calculated (Figure 7 and 8) . Results are compared to measurement in Table 7 . 
